
DSLR Video

A course in the basics of video with DSLRs and mirrorless cameras.

You will need: A DSLR or mirrorless camera capable of shooting full HD (1080P) 
video.You will also need a lavalier mic, field recorder, or smart phone with audio 
recording capability.

Story First

A. Finding the story-what do you want to say with your video?
B. Key story elements-examples
C. Writing a story outline
D. Storyboarding

2: Pre-Production Planning

A. Creating a Storyboard
B. Scouting locations/site survey
C. Cast and Crew
D. Scheduling 
E. Planning post-production

Assignment: Create a production schedule, call sheet, and site survey for location 
shooting

3: Shooting basics

A. Camera choices, setttings, limitations
B. Camera angles, handheld vs. supports(tripods, monopods, rigs)
C. Camera movement: tripods, monopods, rigs, dollies, jib/cranes
D. Shot planning/rehearsing moves

Assignment: Shoot test clips using the recommended camera settings. 
1.Use a tripod for one clip(no sound), shoot a second clip handheld(no sound), Shoot a 
third clip with camera sound handheld or on a tripod

4:Sound basics

A. On-camera microphone options
B. Lavalier mikes
C. Boom/shotgun mics/microphone placement
D. Single system vs. double system sound/sync
E. Field Recorders

Assignment: 
1.Record sound to a field recorder using its built-in mic
2.Use a lav mic on an iPhone or connected to a field recorder
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3. Slate and shoot a short clip using both of these mic configurations

5: Organizing your footage

A. Ingest/Logging procedures
B. Setting up a project in Premiere
C. Data management/backup

Assignment: Import/Ingest your video footage and sound files shot so far, renaming 
them and organizing them into a logical folder structure(bins)

6: Editing basics

A. The paper edit-using transcriptions and scripts
B. Reviewing the footage
C. Placing clips in the timeline
D. Trimming/cutting clips
E. Adding sound tracks to the timeline

Assignment: Place your clips into the timeline, and trim using the basic technique 
learned in class. Shoot footage for music video.

7: Editing techniques

A. Basic trimming 
B. Ripple,Roll, Slip and Slide Edits
C.  Straight cuts vs. transitions
D. Edit process-avoiding jump cuts
E. Rhythm of the edit

Assignment: Import/Ingest your music video footage and sound files shot so far, 
renaming them and organizing them into a logical folder structure(bins)

8: Refining your edit
A. Replacing/Trimming unnecessary footage
B. Tightening the pace and rhythm
C. Completing your Rough Cut

Assignment: Continue editing your video footage and sound files, and refine your edit 
into a rough cut.

9: Finalizing your Project
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A. Adjusting color and tone in Premiere
B. Adding titles/graphics
C. Adding sound effects/music
D. Mixing/Editing the sound track 
E.  Output formats and sizes
F. Uploading to Youtube/Vimeo/Facebook


